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I. INTRODUCTION 
If an oscillating source of neutrons is placed in a dif-
fusing and reproducing medium, the flux distribution in the 
medium will be affeeted by this oscillation. If the period 
of oscillation is low in relation to the periods of the 
delayed neutrons, the neutron intensity in the· assembly rises 
and falls as a whole, the basic stationary shape being main-
tained. As the frequency of oscillation increases , the 
nature of the neutron response changes from the overall fluc-
tuation characteristie at low frequencies to a propagated 
and attenuated wave which emanates from the vicinity of the 
oscillator. 
As the neutrons diffuse at a finite velocity, the wave 
phase differs at various locations throughout the medium. 
By an analysis of this phase shift and a determination of the 
wave amplitude , an evaluation of the characteristics of the 
medium can be made . 
Murray (3) discusses the principal advantages of a sub-
critical assembly , namely relative low cost and safety. In 
addition, he discusses the use of steady sources in a sub-
critical assembly to determine either the materials buckling 
or the thermal diffusion l ength. 
By utilizing a periodically varying source, one should 
be able to measure these quantities in very small assemblies 
simply by increasing the frequency of oscillation. A method 
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has been investigated to permit rapid measurements of the 
phase lag and the relative amplitude of the neutron wave 
within a natural uranium., graphite moderated subcritical as-
sembly. The method is relatively free of dependence on data 
plots, and can be extended with moderately simple changes to 
other subcritical and critical reactors . 
In addition, this expel"i ment was concerned with an in-
vestigation of the characteristics of the neutron wave 
throughout the assembly and any possible conflict with the 
theory. The source t erms were derived and the effects of the 
higher harmonics of the source term were investigated . 
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II . REVI EW OF THE LITERATURE 
The use of the theory of neutron waves in the measure-
ment of nuclear parameters was first suggested by Weinberg 
and Schweinler (8 ). In a 1948 paper , the characteristics of 
an oscillating absorber in a critical reactor were discussed . 
It was determined that the oscillations caused reactor-·wide 
synchronized fluctuations of the flux at frequencies low in 
relation to the inverse period of the delayed neutrons . When 
the fr equency wa s increased, derinite waves were formed . By 
comparing the wave magnitude of a "standard" absorber with 
that of an unknown absorber , the absorption cross section of 
the unknown could be determined . 
Weinber g and Wigner (9) derived the equa tions for wave 
motion due to a point source in an infinite diffusing or 
multiplying medium. Equations for the wave velocity, at-
tenuation distance, and wave l ength were derived as functions 
of the oscillator frequency. In a manner analogous to 
Angstr om' s cyclic method of measuring thermal conductivity, 
the formulas for the diffusion coefficient in a diffusive 
medium, and the material buckling of a multiplying medium are 
derived . It is shown that the characteristic lengths and 
velociti es are dependent on .the "prompt 11 material buckling, 
that is the buckling due to prompt neutrons only, and a s a 
consequence, experiments for measuring the prompt buckling 
can be made in smaller systems than a re required for ex-
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ponential experiments, simply· by making the source oscillate 
at high frequencies. 
Campbell and Stelson (1) made relaxation time measure-
ments of the fundamental mode of thermal neutrons leaking 
from a subcritical u235, water solution. A square wave, 
pulsed neutron source was de•veloped by impinging modula ted 
hi gh energy protons on a beryllium target , which in tu.rn ex-
cited a uranyl fluoride solution. The volume of the as-
s embly, henee the buckling , was varied and the half life of 
the neutrons det ermined over t he appropri at e range . 
Raievski i n France has conducted some experimentation 
with neutron waves. With Ho:rowitz (4), he determined t he 
transport mean free path of thermal neutrons in heavy water. 
In Sweden, Sj8strand (5) has developed a method of 
determining prom.pt neutron decay time and the amount of re-
activity by which a r eactor is below criticality, using 
neutron waves. The waves we:re generat ed by the a ction of a 
modulated ion beam impi nging on a Zr -T target . A (T,D) re-
action ca us ed the emission o:r 14 mev neutrons . The f l ux was 
measured by a BF3 proportion.al counter feeding into a. 40 
channel time analyzer , permitting a study of the time varia--
tion of the neutron flux in t he reactor . 
III. LIST' OF SDif..BOLS 
a Extrapolated length of assembly 
B2 Buckling 
b Extrapolated width of assembly 
c Extrapolated height of assembly 
D Thermal neutron diffusi.on coefficient 
k Infinite multiplication factor p oo 
N Total counts 
n Number of oscillations 
R Total counting rate 
Rs Steady component of counting rate 
~., Counting rate of impresised 
sinusoidal wave 
S Time dependent source sitrength 
S
0 
Steady sta te source strength 
St Total source strength 
T Time of travel 
T' Period of oscillator 
t Time 
Vw Wave propagation veloc:i.ty 
V Neutron velocity 
Complex material bucklj_ng 
o Steady component inver~1e relaxation 
length 
Phase lag 
cm.. 
- 2 cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
cm. 
counts 
cycles 
counts min. -l 
oounts min.-1 
counts min • ..:i-
neutrons cm73sec71 
neutrons cm; 3sec:1 
neutrons cm; 3sec .-1 
s ec . 
see . 
sec. 
cm. sec . - l 
cm. sec. - l 
cm. - 2 
cm. - l 
radians 
6 
r Frequency dependent lag parameter cm-l 
fR Wave inverse relaxation length cm- 1 
'E a Thermal neutron absorption cross 
section 
o Statistical standard deviation 
Fer mi age 
~ Time dependent amplitude of 
sinusoidal flux variation 
~o Steady component of thermal neutr on 
flux 
Total thermal flux 
U) Oscillator angular frequency 
cm-1 
cm
2 
-2 - 1 neutrons cm. -see. 
-2 - 1 neutrons cm. sec . 
- 2 -1 neutrons cm. sec. 
radians sec . .. 1 
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IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
An analysis of neutron ·wave propagation has been de-
veloped by Uhrig1• I f a sinusoidal source of neutr ons is 
utilized .in a subcritical assembly, the variation of the flux 
throughout the assembly will be sinusoidal . For low fre ... 
queneies , the flux throughout the assembly varies in phase 
with the source str ength variation. As the frequency of 
varia tion of source strength increases , the flux continues 
to vary with the period of the oscilla ting source, but due 
to the finite time required for tr-e neutrons to travel up the 
assembly, a definite phase lag develops . At ve ry high fre-
quencies , t his lag may amount to several cycles . By analysis 
of t his vari ation of phase and the attenuation of the wave 
with vertica l position, the characteristics of the waves and 
the assembly can be determined . 
Consi der a source of strength 
placed at the base of a subcritical assembly. As a negative 
source strength is i mpossjble, 80 must of necessity be greater 
than s. Throughout the medi um, the flux will have the same 
1Uhrig , R. E., Ames , I owa . Neutron waves in a sub--
critical assembly. Pri vate communication. 1959 . 
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time dependence as the source , and if the multiplication of 
the assembl y i s not too large, the flux may be written as 
iU)t 
e 
which implies that the variables of space and time are 
separable. 
(2) 
If a vol ume is selected in a r egion where most of the 
neutrons have been produced by f i ssion, the non equilibrium 
diffusion equation for thermal neutr ons can be used 
- B2't 
D v 2p - 1: ,+. + k r e g <p= l ~ (3 ) a 'I' p 00 a v ()t 
where D v 2(f) i s the net diffusion into t he given volume , L a(\> 
is the number Gf neutrons absorbed in t he volume per unit 
- B2-r 
time , ~ 00 e g ~ is the integrally generated fission neutrons 
and the term ; ~t corresponds to the net population change of 
neutrons per unit volume per unit time . The source term is 
given in Gl asstone and Edlund (2), and is composed of the 
prompt mUlti plication factor , kp c0, used because the period 
of osci llation is smal l compared to the lifetime of the de-
layed neutrons, r a $, the absorption by fission material per 
-B2 't 
unit time, and the exponential term e g to account for 
leakage duri ng the thermalizing per iod . The volume el ement 
investigated is selected away from the source , and source 
neutrons are consi dered to be introduced into the system only 
as a result of fission phenomena. 
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Substitution of Equation 2 into Equation 3 yields 
D 2 <E' + D-v2 I° e i wt _ L ~ _ ~ .I iWt 9 ~ a o a e 
-B2 t' - B2 t iWt 
+ k :z! e g ~ + k o0"Z: 2 e g e p ~ a o p a 
i W -;r;- i«lt 
= - .:r. e V 
(l.i-) 
The steady state portion of the flux may 
-B2t' 
be separated out as 
D '7 2 ! o - t a .2 o + kpo0 'Ea e .:I 
0 
i::: 0 ( 5) 
I f the static material buckling is defined by 
(6 ) 
Equation 5 reduces to 
'v 
2 I + B2 ~ = 0 o m o (7) 
As the assembly is a rectangular parall elepiped, cartesian 
' 
coordinates are selected, and Equation? becomes 
( 8 ) 
It is assumed that ~ 0 can be expressed as independent func-
tions of the three coordinates chosen, or 
!.0 = X (x) Y ( y ) Z ( z) (9) 
Substitution of Equation 9 into Equation 8 , and dividing all 
terms by X(x) Y( y) Z(z), yields 
+ :a2 = 0 
m 
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( 10) 
Since each t erm of Equa tion 10 is a function of one variable 
only, it can only be satisfi.ed if each term is equal to a 
constant. I f these constants a.re selected equal to - oZ2 , 
- (3 2 , and t 2 , Equation 10 'becomes 
where 
- o< 2 - (3> 2 + o 2 + B; = O 
o2X(x) 
o x2 
a 2Y(y) 
a; 
o2Z(z) 
oz2 
The solution to Equation 10 becomes 
X( x) z Al cos <><.x + cl sin o<x 
Y (y) = A2 cos ~Y + c2 sdn fY 
Z(z ) = A3 -'6a + C e l>Z e , 3 
(11) 
(12) 
The boundary conditions stipulate that the flux will vanish 
at the extrapolated boundar:J.es, or 
(13 ) 
Utilizing this information, the three components of steady 
state flux are 
X(x) = A1 
Y(y) = A2 
Z(z) = A3 
cos~ 
a 
cos n;; Y 
--1z [1 e 
-
11 
m = 1, 3, 5, ••• 
n = 1, 3, 5, •• • 
e- 215z(c 
-
z)] (14) 
If values of z near the top are excluded, the end correction 
factor in the square brackets is approximately one. As there 
are an infinite number of odd integer values form and n, the 
general solution for the flux is a linear summation of all 
possible solutions 
-;i::- 00 = m1tx n11'y; ""~ z 
...:r:.0 (x,y,z) = ~ -=::::-- A cos - cos · · e mn ..::... mn a b 
m=l 11=1 
(15'} 
It is to be seen in Equation 15 that ~mn is the inverse re-
laxation length of the mn mode in the z direction. This is 
the same inverse relaxation length that would be character-
istic of a subcritical assembly with a steady source. The 
solution for ~o shows that 
(16) 
Substitution of Equation 16 into Equation 11 yields the value 
of this inverse relaxation length 
on! = (ma1r) 2 + (nb,,,} 2 - B; (17) 
In order to analyze the time dependent portion of the flux 
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in the assembly, the steady state component, Equation 5, is 
subtr acted from the diffusion equation, Equation 4, to give 
iWt 
e 
(18) 
·wt If Equation 18 is divided through by De1 , the resulting 
equation is 
= 0 (19) 
or, if the complex material buckling is defined as 
(3 2 == ~ a ( k e -B2t - l ) - i (-vwD ) m D p o0 ( 20 ) 
the time dependent flux equation becomes 
(21 ) 
It is of interest to note that the complex material buckl ing 
is composed of the static material buckling and an i maginary 
frequency dependent term. Substitution of Equation 6 into 
Equation 20 yields 
a 2 = B2 . w 
r' m m - 1 vD (22) 
The solution of Equation 21 is identical in form to the solu-
tion of the steady state equation, Equat ion 7, if the same 
boundary conditions are imposed . The general solution is 
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-i::- -- ~ ~ C cos m1TX cos n1ry e-Pmnz 
..:i::.~.L...J mn ·· a b 
m=l n=l 
(23) 
Here, Pmn is the inverse relaxation length for the mn mode 
of the time dependent portion of the flux, and is given by 
(24) 
Substitution of Equation 15 and Equation 23 into Equation 
2 gives the solution for the neutron flux as a ftmcticn of 
spa<?e and time 
<:Q d:J 
¢ = L, "2:. 
mnl n;::1 
m1tx n11y [A -1 mn z 
cos a cos b mn e 
+ cmn ei W t - ? lllll~ (25) 
For an evaluation of the constants, Amn and Cmn' see Appendix 
c. 
If (3~ of Equation 22 is substituted into Equation 24, 
it can be seen that the complex inverse relaxation length is 
pm~ == ~m a'lr) 2 + (n b -rr-) 2 - B; + i :0 (26) 
If Equation 17 and 26 are compared, the steady state inverse 
relaxation length can be related to the complex inverse re-
laxation l ength 
(27) 
If a quantity 1mn is defined as 
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the value of ?m..~ is found to be 
(
,...11 . 2 + 0 2)½ (t 2 ... 
T nm mn + i mn 
2 2 
Substitution of Equation 29 into Equation 25 gives 
</> = f £ cos ~ cos n1!Z [A . e --~mnz 
m=l n=l a b mn 
+ Cmn exp. 1 -( if~ ; 1~ )\ + i (wt -
{if~; a~}t~]] 
m = 1, 3, 5, ... 
n = 1, 3, 5, ... 
( 28 ) 
( 29 ) 
( 30) 
The steady state component is represented in the br acket s 
-o z by the term e mn . It can be seen that this steady state 
component is attenuated in the z di rection with an inverse 
relaxation length of Dmn• The remainder of the bracketed 
term is associated with the attenuation of the time varying 
flux, and is of the form 
where the parameters f'R and 2I will be defined later. '.I'his 
type of function can also be expressed as 
e-f'Rz r:_eos{w t - ~ z )'1 L: - f z) + i sin (wt "f> :J 
which can be analyzed as a periodic sinusoidal function having 
amplitude of e ... f'Rz , a wave form of frequency w, and a lag 
angl e of ~ z. The component fiz is a measure of the amplitude, 
and the factor fa is the inverse r elaxation l ength associated 
with the wave. 
Piimn =[ iy~ ; ~~t {31) 
The wave is produced at a frequency w by the oscillator, but 
due to the distance it must travel f rom the source to a point 
z, there is a l ag encountered equivalent to 'fz. The time T 
for the wave to travel from the source to t he point z , is 
equal t o the distance divided by the wave velocity, or 
T _ ,L 
- V 
w 
(32 ) 
From this analogy , and utilizing Equation 30 , the time T is 
- .&. [1/1~ - o~] t 
T - w 2 
To find the wave velocity, equate Equati ons 32 and 33 
The phase angle Q·of the neutron wave is r elated to the 
neutron wave velocity by 
T - L Q 
· -v ==w 
w 
Combination of Equation 34 with Equation 35 gives 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
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~ 2 omn2·] ½z ·=· e = L.,,,mn; (36) 
where y is the frequency dependent constant of proportion-
ality . 
The real component of the inverse relaxation length, ~R 
can be determined from a semi-logarithmic plot of the neutron 
wave amplitude , ~ versus z. 
Substitution of Equations 17 and 28 into Equation 31 
and rearranging gives a value of the material buckling as 
follows 
B~ = [iJ2 + [~J2 + [ 2vtriJ -f~ (37 ) 
Inspection of Equation 36 indicates that the value 
woul d equal the slope of a linear plot of 9 versus z, or 
-~-[.µ 2.12]½ 
'f-.6z- 2 (38 ) 
Substitution of Equations 17 and 28 into Equation 38, and 
r earr anging gives 
2 [n-J 2 r ,,.]2 2 [ w 12 Bm = a + Lb + f - 2vD T J (39 ) 
Comparison of Equation 37 and Equation 39 shows 
2 [ w ] 2 f R - 2vD f'n (40) 
whieh can pe solved for the diffusion coefficient D 
(41) 
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Substitution of this value of D into Equation 37 or Equation 
39 gives a value for the buckling 
2 (-rr) 2 (1'() 2 2 Bm = a + b + 1· (42) 
The subscripts mn have been dropped in the equations for the 
material buckling as the definition of material buckling 
specifically applies to them = n = 1 mode . 
It is apparent from Equation 42 that the materials 
buckling can be found if the values of y and 1"R and the 
physical dimensions of the assembly are known. With thes~ 
values know~? plus the frequency of oscillation and the 
neutron thermal velocity , the diffusion coefficient can be 
found from Equation 41 . 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 
A. Subcritical Assembly 
The graphite moderated subcritical assembly of the Iowa 
State University was utilized in this experiment . The east 
face of the assembly which is shown in Figure 1 consists of 
fourteen layers of AGR grade bloclts, the lower nine layers 
measuring 611 x 6 11 x 6211 while the upper layers were 5" x 611 
x 6211 blocks . The "extrapolation length" of the assembly has 
been calculated as 0. 75 inches (6) . The assembly was covered 
.on the top and sides by a 0,010 inch sheet of cadmium sand-
wiched bet\~een a plywood-masonite retaining wall . This cad-
mium produced an effective "black wall 11 for thermal neutrons . 
The distanee between the cadmium sheets in the north- south 
direction was 60. 5 inches; in the east-west direction, 62 . 5 
inches, giving an effective size of 62-0 by 64. 0 inches . The 
height of the graphite in the assembly was 79. 0 inches . 
Each block of the assembly had rounded corners so that 
when stacked together, the corners formed a channel with the 
cross sect ion of a four cusped hypocycloid , For identifica-
tion purposes , the channels investigated were assigned 
numbers . Twenty- f ive channels were available consisting of 
rows at 12", 2411 , 36", 48" , and 59" above the graphite base. 
These rows were numbered 1, 2 , 3 , 4, and 5 respectively. The 
channels were a l so aligned vertically, with columns on the 
F1igure 1. Subcr1 tiea.1 assembly 
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centerline of t he assembly, and at points 12" and 24"' to the 
north and south of the centE~rline. These columns were l et-
t ered from south t o north as columns a, b, c, d , and e re-
spectively. Thus, the channel six inches from tb.e south wall 
and four feet up i s channel 4a. 
For this experi ment, n;itural uranium slugs were placed 
in alternating channels to form a square l attice of approxi-
mately 8. 5 inches per side. The slugs were cylindrical in 
shape, 1.00 inches i n di amet er and 8 . 00 inches long . Seven 
slugs were inserted into ea(!h of the channels utilized. 
The assembly was supported on a pedestal consisting of 
~. x 12 inch pl anks arranged so as to provide three void 
spaees beneath the as sembly .. Into the outer two voids were 
placed t wo water tanks which provided both personnel protec-
tion from the neutron sourcE~ and moderation of the source 
neutrons. Into the center voi d was placed the os eillato:r 
assembly. 
In summary, the effective dimensions of the assembly 
are 62 11 x 6411 x 79.8". The value of static material buckling 
utilized for the theoretical calculations was 
B: = 0.000371+ ± 0. 000055 in··2 (7), whil e the theoretical 
diffusion coefficient used was D = 0 . 9 cm. ( 9 ). 
B. Oscillator Unit 
The oscilla tor and photocell unit is pictured i n Figure 
2. When in operation, it ii; insert ed into the void shown 
Figure 2. Oscillator unit 
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until the oscillator is immediately below the assembly center--
line. 
A sehematic of the oscillator is shown in Figure 3. The 
source consisted of five cylindrical one- curie plutonium.-
beryllium sources, one inch in diameter and one and three-
eighths inches long. These sources were placed in the axle 
(source retainer) of the oscillator unit which was con-
strained so as not to rotate. Around the axle was built up 
an aluminum cylinder of 7 3/8 inch diameter filled with 
paraffin and also immobile. It was desired to restrict 
neutron escape from the oscillator, so that the neutrons came 
out only in a horizontal direction. The purpose of this re-
striction was to combat a direction.al tendency that had 
previously been noted, and which effectively altered the con-
cept of a point source. To control this tendeney, 0. 020" 
cadmium sheet metal was cemented to the top and bottom 90° 
of the stationery cyli ndeT. 
Outside of this cylinder was a 7 3/4 inch aluminum 
cylinder which was free to rotate about the common axis . On 
the inside of this cylinder was cemented a o. 030 inch thiek 
cadmium pattern consisting of t wo sine cycles . The rotation 
of this cylinder permitted a sinusoidal variation of neutron 
flux to ent er the assembly. Rigidly attached to one base of 
the patterned cylinder was a bicycle sprocket. A bicycle 
type chain was used to drive the sprocket and attached pat-
ROTATING CYLINDER 
WI TH PATTER N 
SOURCE RETAINER 
NON ROTATING 
PARAFFIN 
JACKET 
SUPPORT 
BRACKET 
~ --- 14.75 IN. - ·-- -· ~ 
POINT A(0°) -
POINT B (180° 
(360°) 
24.35 IN . 
Figure 3., Oseillator uni t and cadmi um pattern detail 
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terned cylinder from another sprocket outside the subcri tical 
assembly. This sprocket in turn was belt dri ven by a constant 
speed one- sixth horsepower AC motor rated at 1725 revolut ions 
per minute. 
On the same shaft with the outside sprocket was the 
light chopper, or synchronized timer , which consisted of a 
disc of seven inch diameter. This disc was machined so that 
the two alternate 90° sectors were cut away. The chopper 
rotated so as to cut the light beam between a small pre-
focused bulb and its associated photocell. This served as 
a triggering unit to eause one of t wo scalars to count. By 
counting for a ninety degree sector on the chopper, 180° of 
the s i nusoidal cycle was counted. 
Two photocell units were utilized, placed 45° apart in 
relation to the chopper. Each photocell unit controlled two 
scalars, one to count when the light beam was unimpeded, and 
the other scalar to count when the beam was interr upted by 
the chopper blade, By this arrangement , each scalar counted 
for 180° of oscillator rotation, but each scalar counted a 
different period of the cycle. 
C. Electronic Equipment 
In order to obtain preci se measurements of the neutron 
flux during specified portions of the oscillator cycle, a 
rather elaborate switching arrangement was devised. 
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A schematic of the overall arrangement of equipment is 
shown in Fi gure 4. Ri gidly attached to the chain drive axle 
was the seven inch circular disc, havi ng alternate 90° sectors 
cut out. This synchronized timer disc was ali gned so as to 
cut the l i ght beams (Light #1 only shown in the figure) at 
0°, 90° , 180°, and 270° of drum rotation , The light beam, 
consisting of a prefocused flashlight bulb, General El ectric 
Type 222, was focused onto a hole pierced into the hood over 
a phototube. When light impinged on the hole, the phototube 
conducted a current which was fed into a cathode follower 
amplifier tube and circuit. The output of the cathode fol~ 
lower was ~ed into the coincidence~anticoincidence circuit . 
The light, cathode follower , coinci dence.-anticoinci dence 
circuit, and two of the slave scalars a r e r epeated identi cally 
for light number two and its associ ated equipment. Only one 
of these circuits will be discussed. 
It is worthwhile now to observe the other branch of the 
el ectronic circuitry, starting with the neutron detector, a 
BF3 tube, manufactured by the N. Wood Counter Laboratory . 
This tube was one inch in diameter with a six inch shank and 
exhibited a voltage plateau at 2325 volts . 
The pulses from this tube were £ed into the master 
scalar , a Nuclear-Chicago Model 186 scalar operated at a 
sensitivity 0£ 5 millivolts. This master scalar registered 
the total counts noted by the BF3 tube . 
A . C. WATER · TANK 
MOTOR 
I I 
- - -
I 
PHO 
CHAIN DRIVE ~ I ..... BF3 I ROTATING 
LIGHT r I CADMIUM TUBE I M ::::3 I PATTERN 
FOCUSED _<tj> I 
BEAM - SYNCHR1ONIZED 
TOMUL TIPLIER TIMER 
TUBE DISC WATER TANK 
CATHODE 
FOLLOWER 
AMPLIFIER I 
I I MASTER 
DUAL COINCIDENCE SCALAR 
~ ANTI COl~CIDENCE 
SWITCHIN~ CIRCUIT 
J I I 
SLAVE SLAVE SLAVE SLAVE 
SCALAR SCALAR SCALAR SCALAR 
LIGHT I LIGHT I LI GHT 2 LIGHT 2 
ON OFF ON OFF 
F1gu~e 4. Schematic of associated equipment 
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Fro_m the rate-meter jack in the rear of the master sca-
lar , a 5 volt (negativ.e ) square puls e , 5 microseconds wide, 
was fed into the coincidence-anticoincidence circuit . All 
counts registered by the master scalar were fed into this 
coincidence circuit. The function of this circuit was to 
route the counts to the proper slave scalar during any given 
time interval. 
The circuit diagram of the coincidence-anticoincidence 
switching circuit is shown in Figure 5. Basically, it con-
sists of a power source, twin cathode f ollower circuits and 
t win switching (coincidence- anticoincidence) circuits. When 
the light from the flashlight bulb is unimpeded, the photo-
tube (929 ) conducts, i mpressing a signal on the grid of the 
cathode follower tube (6C4) . This signal is amplified and 
sent to the coincidence-antieoincidence circuit. It is to 
be noted that the signal out of the cathode followe:r is of 
negative voltage in relation to ground. 
As both circuits are identical , only ci.reuit one will 
be discussed. The signal is fed to one grid of Vl and to 
both grids of V3. Tube V3 i s utilized as a cathode follower 
tube and effectively i mpedes current flow when its grids are 
forced negative. The r esult is that no signal is evi denced 
at the "Output to ' off ' Scalar #111 connection when a signal 
(i . e . , light on) comes from the cathode follower. 
Without a signal impressed (i . e., light off), the left 
Figure 5. Ci.rcui t diagram, coinc-idence anti coincidence eircui t 
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grid of Vl is at a slight positive potential and passes the 
only current that flows through the tube. This causes the 
right circuit of Vl to be non conducting, and the pulse out-
put of V2 is not ev·idenced as a voltage change across the 
"Output to ' on ' Scalar #111 • 
When the input signal from the cathode follower is im-
pressed on the left grid of tube Vl, this loop ceases con-
ducting, and the right grid circuit conducts, in effect 
closing the circuit of the right grid. Now, when a pulse 
input is fed to v2, the voltage ehange is evidenced as a 
voltage drop across the output resistor, and this signal is 
fed as a pulse to the ' on' scalar. 
In summary, the pulses from the master scalar are im-
pressed across both of the cathode resistors of tubes Vl and 
V3. When a negative signal (light on) is fed in, V3 becomes 
non- conducting and the pulse is not evidenced as a voltage 
drop in the cathode resistor of V3 . The same negative signal 
in Vl causes the left grid circuit to become non-conducting 
while the right circuit takes the entire current flow. This 
effectively closes the circuit of the right grid and the 
pulse input of the master scalar is .fed out to the slave 
' on' scalar. 
The ' light on' slave scalar used for this experiment 
was a Nuclear Chicago Model 192 Ultrascalar, Whil e the 
'light off' scalar was a Baird-Atomie unit consisting of 
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a Model 134 scalar, Model 630 timer, and Model 212 ~mpli• 
fier-
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VL EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Analysis of Neutron Waves 
In the determination of the characteristics of a sub-
critical assembly using neutron waves , it is necessary to 
determine the phase of the wave and the amplitude of the wave 
at a given point . If these values are known,, it is possible 
to det ermine wave velocity and attenuation length of the wave, 
and the charact eristics of the suboritical assembly itself. 
One of the p~rposes of this experiment was to devise a 
satisfactory method of determining this phase and amplitude; 
and, having the method, te determine the correlation between 
theory and experiment . 
It was particularly desirable that the waves be studied 
at as high a frequency of oscillation as possibl e . At high 
frequencies, on the order of 100 radians per second or greater, 
the wave velocity, phase shift, and inverse attenuation. 
length increase significantly, permitting more accurate de-
terminations of the assembly characteristics using a shorter 
period of time and a smaller portion of the assembly. The 
magni tude of these changes is illustrated graphically in 
Figures 6 , 7, and 8. The value l is a measure of the wave 
phase change within the assembly, while f>R can be con-
sidered as the inverse relaxation length of the wave ampli-
tude, It is to be realized that the inverse relaxation 
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length of the steady component, o, is a constant equivalent 
to fil at zero frequency . One of the parameters of importance 
relates the difference between the values PR and lf . This 
difference is greater for high oscillation frequencies. 
The initial ~ttempt consisted of an analysis of the 
counts of four scalars, each of which counted for oscillator 
periods of 180° . Each counter however counted a separate 
period, differing by 90° or 180° from the other counters. 
In order t o obtain a high oscillator frequency, a double sine 
pattern was glued onto the rotating oscillator drum and the 
disc was machined for the appropriate sequence, in this case, 
cutting the light every 90° of drum rotation, or 180° of 
oscillator rotation. 
Due to system irregularities, the plan to use four 
scalars in conjunction was abandoned, and only two scalars 
were used. This required two runs for each set of data taken. 
Although the signal output from the coincidence-anti-
coincidence circuit was of a. distinct and consistent square 
shape, some of the scalar discriminators were quite sensitive 
to extraneous influences and had a rather profound effect on 
the counting rate. Further, the discriminators seemed to 
exhibit drift which further compounded the difficulty. Even-
tually, it was necessary to use only two scalars as the 
slave scalars. One of these scalars, the Nuclear- Chicago 
Ultrascalar, had no discriminator , whi le the discriminator 
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on the other scalar, a Baird-Atomic unit was quite insensitive 
except at each extreme. Both proved to give reproducibl e 
results . 
It was also necessary to replace the double sine pattern 
with a single pattern while the associated timer was changed 
to cut t he light beam at each 180° of both drum and oscil-
lator rotation. 
A direct analytical approach was devised to determine 
the phase lag and sinusoidal amplitude. The variation of the 
flu.it within the subcritical assembly was consi dered to be 
composed of a steady state component with a sinusoidal com-
ponent superimposed upon it. The flux at any point will be 
proportional to the counting rate at that point. At the 
source, the ·counting rate can be expressed as 
• 2-rr R = R + R sin -T. , t s w (43) 
where R is the total counting rate, Rs is the steady state 
counting rate, l\, is the r elative amplitude of the s i ne wave 
expressed as a counting rate , and T' is the period associated 
with the sinusoidal wave. At any point other than the 
source, the count rate can be expressed as 
( 21ft ) R = R9 + 1\.i sin T' - e 
where the R values are peculi ar to the point being 
vesti gated , and the l ag angle is e. 
(44) 
in-
l+O 
It is desired to find the value of 1\, and Q by experi-
mental methods . 
Figure 9 shows the count rate as indicated at the 
source (Figure 9a), and then as it would be at some point in 
the assembly with a lag angle e (Figure 9b and c). 
In the original design, four sealars were el ectronically 
switched so as to count only during the periods indicated by 
the cross hatched areas l ett ered A, B, c, and D. The areas 
A and Care associated with one photocell, while the areas 
Band Dare associated with the other cell . The areas them ... 
selves r epresent the total counts r ecorded during the period 
associated with each area, or 180° of cycle duration. 
To obtain the total counts per cycle in area A, integrate 
the counting rate Equation 44 between the appropriate limits, 
0 an~ ½T ' 
A =lo~' (45) 
R T ' 
A=¼ R T' + ..JI_ cos Q 
... s ,,,,.,. (46) 
For n cycles, the total number of counts registered during 
the A interval is 
R T'n 
N 1 R T'n + w cos A A = 1a s ---11-- ~ 
Similarly, for the ether intervals 
R T' n 
Nn = ½ R T'n + w sing 
B S 1J' 
(47) 
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and at some point in the assembly 
R T'n 
NC - .1.2 R T 'n - w cos Q. 
- s -rr 
R T' n 
N = ½ R T' n - w-rr sine D s 
(49) 
(50) 
Subtraction of Equation 50 from Equation 48 and Equation 49 
from Equation 47 yi elds 
NB No 
2 RwT 'n 
sine ... = 1T (51) 
2 RwT'n 
NA - Ne = cos g TI' (52) 
Division of Equati on 51 by Equation 52 yields 
NB - ~ Tan g= N · N (53) 
A • C 
from which the phase angl e may be obtained. Equations 51 and 
52 can be sol ved simultaneously to determine the r elative 
amplitude, or 
, ( 54) 
It is seen that by knowing the eount r ate of the Jour 
scalars , bot~ the phase angle and the r elativ~ amplitude of 
the wave may be found at any position within the assembly. 
In order to det ermine the precision of the data taken, 
evaluation of the standard deviation in each value of phase 
angle and r elative amplitude was calculated. The method used 
to derive these standard deviations is given in Appendix D. 
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B. Typical Run 
As counts are taken at points further from the source, 
the count rate decreases due to attenuation. In order to 
keep the statistical deviation approximately constant 
throughout, the length of counts was varied from a minimum 
of 4 minutes in the lower row of channels to a maxi mum of 80 
minutes in t he upper (5911 ) row, Further, in most channels, 
a series of runs was completed in an effort to avoid r andom 
varia tion. 
A typical run was conducted as follows . About an hour 
or more prior to the run, the equipment was turned on and 
allowed to warm up. Each slave counter was run for a two 
minute interval and its count compared with the count of the 
master scalar. Highest variation encountered was 12 counts 
on a total count of 60,000. The chain was then disconnected 
from the oscillator, the motor was engaged so as to turn the 
light chopper , and a two minute count was taken with the 
electric timer channeling the counts t o the two scalars~ but 
with the oscillator stationary. As this caused a steady 
source of neutrons to stream up the assembly , both of the 
slave scalars should read approximately equivalent quantities, 
and the total of the slave scalars should approximate the 
r eading of the master scalar. These readings, in the final 
arrangement of Baird-Atomic and Nuclear Chicago scalars, 
were invariably within statistical standard deviation limits . 
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The chain was then reassembl ed and the location of the 
timer cutting edge verified in relation to the cadmium pat-
tern on the oscilla tor . The motor was then restarted and the 
oscillator allowed to reach a steady speed. 
The count was started for the first run. During the 
first run, the speed of revolution of the oscillator was 
checked with a revolutien counter . This was checked again 
near the end of that series of runs . Speed control was 
~ithin 2 rpm of a total of 506 rpm. 
At the completion of the first count in any given hole, 
the drive chain was broken and reset on the sprocket 90° 
away from its previous setting. The motor was again engaged 
and the count for that channel completed. 
In order to make a comprehensive survey of the wave in 
the assembly, counts were conducted in two of the columns and 
in three of the horizontal rows . The main portion of the 
data was taken at a speed of 506 rpm. One run however was 
conducted at 1,308 rpm. At tqis sp~ed, vibration of the 
oseillator was considered excessive and it was not eonsidered 
prudent to prolong experimentation at this sp·eed . Single 
readings were taken for channels le, 2c, 3c, and 4c and these 
data were evaluated . 
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VII. RESULTS 
The theory predicts primarily two things: a neutron wave 
in a subcr:i,tical assembly travels at a finite velocity in the 
assembly, thus exhibiting a phase lag at points away from the 
source; and the attenuation of the wave amplitude differs 
from the attenuation of the steady state, hence this varia-
tion can be used to determine other qualities of the assembly, 
The data taken from all recording runs are given in Ap-
pendix A. By substitution in Equations 53, 54, and DlO and 
D15 in Appendix D, the values of the phase lag, relative wave 
amplitude, and the statistical standard deviation in these 
two quantities were determined. These data have been presented 
in Appendix B. 
One of the parameters of prime importance was the vari-
ation of wave amplitude with distance up the assembly. When 
plotting the relative counting rate versus distance on semi-
logarithmic paper , a straight line should result. The slope 
of this line is directly related to the inverse attenuation 
length of the wave, PR in the theory propounded. This 
inverse relaxation l ength is different from the inverse 
relaxation l ength of the steady component ""If, and in this 
difference lies one object of investigation. 
The relative wave amplitude of the wave at 506 rpm was 
plotted for columns band c as shown in Figures 10 and 11 
respectively. In each case, straight lines were drawn con-
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necting the points associated with the upper four channels 
of tne column. In Appendix c, the effect of the f lu..~ con-
t r i butions of the hi gher harmonic modes is i nvestigated. 
Theoretical consider a tions forecast an increase in amplitude 
i n the bottom channel due t o the contribution of these higher 
modes . This forecast appear s to have been verified, and as 
a result, the experimental line has not been extended to 
include the bottom channel . 
It is to be not ed that in all fi gures, the dotted lines, 
which are plots of theoret ical calculations , are indicative 
of slope only , and are not to be construed as :representi ng 
quantitative measurements . 
For column c, the experimental wave inverse r elaxation 
length was det ermined to pe 
FR = 0. 0?62 in-l 
While the correlation between theoretical and experimental 
curves in Fi gur es 10 and 11 compares favorably within the 
limits of statistical devi a tion, the two values found vary 
considerably, the theory yielding a value 
f'R = 0. 0689 i n-l 
an error of approxi mately 9. 5 per cent . 
For colUir.n b, t he experimental value of the inverse 
relaxation l ength was 
.PR= 0,0751 in- l 
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quite close to the experimental value found for column c. 
The theory indicates that these values of PR for columns b 
and c should be identical. The magnitude of deviation from 
theoretical considerations is somewhat excessive. 
The amplitude of the wave at high speed (1308 rpm) is 
shown in Figure 12 as a function of the vertical distance z, 
readings being taken in column c, on the centerline. The 
inverse relaxation l engths were determined to be 
PR= 0. 0663 in- l 
PR= 0. 0742 in- l 
- Experimental 
- Theoretical 
about 10.5 per cent deviation, but with the theoretical value 
lower than the experimental , the reverse of the findings at 
low speed. The high speed runs may be looked upon skeptical-
ly, as they were only conducted one time. However, the 
indication is worthy of note. 
The other pa.rameter of prime interest is the value of ti , 
or the slope connected with the plot of phase lag versus 
vertical position. The phase lag at various positions in 
column bis shown in Figure 13 , while the lag a t positions 
in column e is shown in Figure 14. Both of these surveys 
were conducted at 506 rpm. 
Theory forecast that the phase shift should be identical 
for these cases. The slope of the curves is the quantity f . 
In both cases, the experimental slope of lag versus assembly 
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height was less than f orecast. The values of ~ for column 
c were 
¥ = 0 . 710 degr ees per inch - Theoretical. 
l = O. li-25 degrees per inch - Experimental. 
Di fference~ 40.3 per cent . 
The experimentally determined value of wave vel ocity for 
column c was 
Vw = 7,142 in/sec. 
For column b , the values found wer e 
f = 0. 710 degrees per inch - Theoretical 
j = 0 . 240 degrees per inch - Experimental 
Dif ference; 66. 2 per cent 
Vw = 12 ,648 inches per second . 
The value of the dif fusi on .coef ficient was calculated 
using Equation 41 and the data for column c , and was found 
to be 
D = O. 534 inches 
Thi s value should be vi ewed with consi derabl e skepti cism. 
The value of material buckling found using Equati on 42 
was negative. This is in disagr eement with previous meas-
urements and ha$ not been included . 
Figure 15 is a plot of the phase l ag versus height for 
the high speed run , and thi s deviates even far ther from t he 
forecast phase lag. 
In an a t tempt t o explain the deviations of experiment 
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from theory, additional phase and amplitude studies were 
conducted at various points in the assembly. 
In Figure 16 is plotted the wave amplitude as a f unction 
of horizontal position at three height levels . The curves 
are cosine curves ·with amplitude corresponding to the maximum 
amplitude at the cente r . It is to be seen that the ampli tude 
agrees with the theoreti cal predicti on of a cosine distribu-
tion of f l ux within the assembly. 
In Figure 17, the phase lag at various levels in the 
assembly is shown, In all cases , theory predicts that thes e 
should be horizontal lines i ndicating equal lag withi n each 
level. It is obvious that this state does not exist until 
the fourth row is approached . A non- r i gorous explanati on of 
this phenomenon can be theo:rized . The oscillator allowed 
neutron egress through the top 180° of its arc of rotation. 
In the theoretieal derivation, a point source was stipul ated. 
As the oscillator rotates , i t has a directional tendency , 
allowing neutrons to exi t in line with the open area of the 
pattern. the pattern rotates in such a manner that exit 
areas are opened in a sidewise direction before r eaching a 
~ertical direetien. Thus some neutrons , exiting just after 
the minimum has been passed, will reach the northernmost area 
of the assembly , i . e ., column e , before the reference time, 
as noted on the centerline, i.e., column c . This would ex-
plain how channel 2e of Figure 17, exhibi ts a phase lead; 
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and, consequently the remain:i.ng portion of' the curves for 
rows 2 and 3. As t he neutrons progress up the ass embly, the 
diffusion t endency is to exi t toward the areas of low neutron 
density, thus leveling off the curve a t higher levels. This 
phenomenon associated with the oscillator, will aid con .... 
siderably in ex.plaining the difference in slope of the 9 
versus z curves for column band c (see Figures 13 and 14). 
If the directional quality of the neutron beam were not 
present , the lag of the lower three channels of column b 
would be considerably less, causing the slope of the experi-
mental line t o approach the theoretical curve more closely. 
This also ill ustrates the f act t hat any readings taken to 
determine PR or i must be taken on the cent erline of the 
assembly. 
In order to verify that the flux did indeed vary sinus~ 
oidally throughout the assembly , one minute ccunts were taken 
i n channels le, 3c, and 2a, while rotating the osc.illator 
drum in ten degree increments. This "static" calibration is 
shown in Fi gure 18 , and it is to be seen that the flux 
distribution does indeed follow a sinusoidal pattern. 
The effect of the end correction factor was investigated. 
For the area investigat ed , the end correction fact or was 
found to take on a value of 0.941 for the fifth row. All 
other channels exhibited end correction factors greater than 
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Figure 18. Static calibration at representative channels 
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In evaluating the overall results of the experiment, 
several things are evident. In all cases , the value of ~ 
was less than forecast, which indicates that the wave velocity 
is greater than predicted by the theory. While the data 
taken at high speed are not considered reliable , it did in~ 
dicate that this deviation between theory and experiment 
broadens. 
There is some reason to believe that the experiment was 
carried out over too broad a. range of assembly height. In 
the lO'wer regions, the flux consists of some neutrons from 
the source which were not included in the original diffusion 
equation, Equation 3 . A tendency has also been noted for 
the curve of e versus z to level of f at the upper extremes, 
indicating that the wave like qualities of the neutron wave 
disappear at a moderate distance from the source. It is of 
interest along this line of reasoning to note that Raievski 
and Horowitz (4) l imited their investigations to approximately 
30 inches of medium, and experienced slight fluctuations from 
statistics at the outer extreme. These experiments wer e 
carried out at considerably higher speed, bet ween 4800 and 
15,000 rpm. 
While the wave attenuation agreed within experimental 
error with the theoretical considerations , the deviation was 
too great to arrive at values for the buckling and diffusion 
coefficient. The correlation of the theory and experimental 
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attenuation lengths was less distinct at the high frequency 
investigated, although again, the data taken at this speed 
are subject to considerable doubt. 
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS 
A theoretical and experimental study was undertaken to 
determine the characteristics of' neutron waves within the 
natural uranium - graphite subcritical assembly of the Iowa 
State University, and from this information, determine the 
diffusion coefficient and the buckling of the assembly. 
As a result of this study, it was found that: 
(1) Neutron waves do exist in the assembly when an oscil-
lating source is introduced. Furthermore, these waves do 
follow the .tendency forecast by the theory. 
(2 ) The wave velocity in all cases investigated was higher 
than forecast by the theory- . There was some indication that 
the deviation became great~r as the oscillator frequency was 
increased . 
(3) At high frequencies, the correlation between theory and 
experiment becomes eveh less distinct . It is speeulated that 
the position investigated should be limited to the range of 
' 
heights between 1511 and 4on. 
(4) Though the phase and amplitude measur ements agreed 
moderatel y well within experimental error, the correlation 
was not sufficiently close to determine a value of the 
buckling or diffusion coefficient of the assembly. 
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X.I. APPENDIX A: TABLES OF DATA 
Table 1. Data at 506 rpm 
Channel Duration ~ N D NA ?le 
la 4 42260 39698 42258 39114 
42221 39742 4-2527 39299 
42174 39301 42772 39284 
lb 4 97683 93187 100509 89989 
97415 91408 994•99 89832 
97678 91696 99676 89703 
92073 99390 90001 
le 4 121976 120465 129595 113518 
122188 119310 128795 111625 
12156, 120030 128342 112485 
121616 119548 129455 112315 
122234 120184 129096 112410 
2a 14 74344 71637 75176 70770 
2b 7 83591 81784 86568 79529 
83796 82860 85378 79144 
84213 80788 85389 79135 
83820 81180 86651 soti-48 
84195 81929 85697 79600 
83545 81751 85954 7949l1-
83412 81291 85'806 79338 
84438 81700 
2c 7 103237 100810 105859 98334 
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Table 1. { Continued ) 
Channel Duration NB ND NA NC 
102137 101062 105381 97297 
89096 88288 93894 87029 
2d 10 115763 115544 119386 111309 
2e 14 68072 68595 71268 66169 
3b 20 108821 105493 110107 102173 
103354 100423 105779 98331 
3c 15 98035 96718 100987 94308 
982?6 96022 100301 94368 
99487 97709 102708 95281 
3d 20 107331 105911 110569 102770 
4a 45 49063 4775'0 50589 47291 
4b 35 83313 80766 84781 79662 
83020 81375 84709 79700 
4c 35 100700 97974 102881 96271 
101205 98080 102577 96695 
100662 98509 102662 96304 
100331 98553 102784 9701, 
4d 20 47932 46379 48668 45721 
4e 45 50016 48945 50692 48066 
5b 80 83045 80281 83728 78745 
5c 80 100109 98614 102070 96191 
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Table 2 . Data at 1308 r pm 
Channel Duration NB ND NA NC 
le 4 120850 114639 126617 107860 
121246 114101 126641 108097 
170616 115112 126369 108143 
2c 7 101812 95960 103664 94050 
101640 95699 103407 94407 
3c 15 97215 91338 98715 90269 
4c 35 98915 91486 100016 91654 
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XII. APPENDIX B: PHASE ANGLE AND AMPLITUDE TABULAT I ON 
Tabl e 3 . 
Channel 
l a 
lb 
l e 
2a 
2b 
2c 
2d 
2e 
3b 
3c 
3d 
4a 
4b 
4c 
4d 
4e 
5b 
5c 
l e 
2c 
Phase angle and 
506 
1308 
1308 
ampli t ude in vari ous 
Q 
38° 5' .± 3o 53 I 
29°06 1 .± 20131 
6° 54 1 .:t. 1°41 1 
31°34 ' ± 4°14• 
19°07 ' .± 3°26 ' 
lQO 52 I 
.± 3°14 ' 
1°33 ' .± 30251 
- 5° 53 I .:!: 4°08 1 
22°08 1 + 3°10 1 
17°05' .± 3°32 ' 
10°19 ' 1. 3°20 ' 
21°42 1 + 5°02 ' 
22°01 1 .:!: 4o 14 I 
21°41 ' .± 3° 51 ' 
27°46 1 + 5°16 1 
22°08 ' .± 6°20 I 
29°01 ' .± 4o 04 I 
14°15 I :!: 4°10 1 
18°46 1 .:!:. 1°26 1 
32022 1 .± 20191 
channels 
Rw 
1 , 658 .:!:. 112 
4 ,430 .:!: 171 
6 , 550 .:!:. 192 
581 .:!:. 43 
l , 519 .± 91 
1,711 .± 99 
1,269 .± 76 
574 .± 42 
651 + 
-
36 
752 .± 46 
623 .± 36 
124 ± 11 
246 .± 18 
296 + 20 
262 ± 24 
99 .± 11 
112 .:!:. 8 
119 ± 9 
7,670 .± 192 
2 ,l+67 .± 100 
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Table 3. (Continued) 
Channel Q Rw 
3c 1308 34°50 ' .:!: 2°26 ' 1,077 .:!: 46 
l+c 1308 41°37' .± 2°15 ' 502 .± 20 
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XIII. APPENDIX C: EVALUATION OF NEUTRON FLUX COEFFI CIENTS 
The flux a t any point in the assembly was given in Part 
IV as 
00 00 [ A .-~mnz p = L L cos m'IIX cos n 1r z 
m=l n=l a b mn e 
+ C i Ult - f'mnZ] (25) mn e 
In order to determine the relative importance of the various 
lower modes, it is necessary to evaluate the constants Amn 
and cmn. 
The source is considered as a point source at the origin 
emitting neutrons at a rate St= S0 + Seiwt neutrons per 
s econd. A source of this kind may be written as S 'O(x,y) at 
z = o, where a (x,y) is the Dirac delta function , which is 
defined to be zero everywhere except a t x = y = o, where it 
has a value such that 1: 1: 5(x , y) dx dy = 1 (Cl ) 
I t is to be s een that as a consequence of this definition of 
the delta function 1: f(x) ~ (x ) dx = f(O) (C2 ) 
or in other words, the value of any integral containing the 
delta function is merely the value of the function being 
integrated , evaluated at zero. For the point source under 
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consideration, the source t erm may be written 
S c: S f 00 f 00 a(x,y~ dx dy t . t ... 00 -a> (C3) 
In order to determine Amn and Cmn' expand the source in 
a seri es of orthogonal functions that satisfy the boundary 
condition that it is St §(x,y) at z = O 
cos m1rx cos n'Tl'y 
a b (C4) 
where the values S0 and SmneiWt are coefficients related mn 
to the source strength. 
To determine the S0 mn and Smn terms, each side of Equa-
tion C4 is multiplied by cos k:x cos l~y and integrated over 
the range - ~a ~ x ~ ½a and -½b = y ~ ½b. These limits of 
integration may be used because values of the function :i\ 
outside this range are zero, and of course integrate to zero. 
Since the functions are orthogonal in the intervals 
investigated, all terms having m f; k and n F- 1 will vanish. 
Equation C4 becomes 
a 11. 
(So + sei"'t)/ a 2 I b2 19 (x,y) cos "'::x cos n~:,: 
2 2 
= (S -
omn 
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(C5) 
The integral on the left is , as a consequence of Equation C2 
• Wt fl O 1r0 ' wt (S0 + Se1 ) cos ma cos nb · = S0 + Se
1 (C6) 
The two integrals on the right reduce to ½a and ½b respective• 
ly. Hence , Eauation C5 reduces to 
. ab S S 
itot 
= o + mne mn 
(C7) 
The r eal and imaginary parts on both sides of this equati on 
are equal. Therefore 
(C8) 
(C9) 
The source condition to be satisfied is that the number 
2 of neutrons flowing out of the plane z = 0 per em. per second 
in each mode must be equal to the number produced in that 
mode by the source. If the assumption is made that the cur-
rent density in the mn mode in the z direction is equal to 
one half the neutrons produced by the source in that mode, 
the current density is equal to one half of the value of the 
source cont ribution of Equation c4, er 
. ult 1t Jmn = ~(So + S e1 ) cos m x cos n~y 
mn mn a b (ClO) 
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Substituting the values of S0 mn and Smn f rom Equations C8 and 
C9 
1480 4sei<Jt] 
Jmn = {- l ab 4 ab cos m-rrx cos n-rry a b 
The current density is related to flux by 
Jmn = ... D ( d~mn ) az o 
"6 n1rx n1Ty J r: D A cos - (>os . mn ·mnmn. · a .... .. b 
Equating Equations Cll and Cl3 
2 so 
=-~,........-
a b D ""6mn 
cmn 
2 S 
=-----a b D Pmn 
The complete equation for the flux is 
+ 2 S cos man.x cos ntrb•.y e -f'mnz eiWt 
a b D f>m.n 
(Cll) 
(Cl2) 
(Cl3) 
(C14) 
(C15') 
(C16) 
While it is not possible in this experiment to solve for 
S0 and S directly , the ratio of the two quantities can be 
determined. If points on the z a.xis only are investigated, 
and if the following substitutions a re performed 
A _ 2 So 
o - a b D 
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Equation Cl 6 reduces to 
<c17 ) 
In order to investigatE:i the effect of the various higher 
modes, the flux contributior1s of the lowest four modes was 
determined, and their cumul1::ltive totals plotted in Figure 
19. The ordinate is plottecl in uni ts proportional to the 
source strength, For the angular velocity investigated, 
506 rpm, '6mn and Pmn are BO close in value that the ordinate 
can be considered either as units of A0 or A1 of Equation c17. 
To determine the shape of the emitted wave, static 
counts were taken at each 10° of drum rotation, yielding the 
curves of figure 18. The amplitude of the sine wave in this 
figure is proportional tc elther Sor the defined quantity 
A1 , while the steady state or average count is proportional 
to the values S0 or A0 • For channel le the ratio of these 
amplitudes was 
¼- ~ 0.11 (Cl8) 
0 
This ratio decreases with dlstance from the source. Thus , 
the value given in Equation C18 is to be considered as an 
approximation only of the wave amplitude to steady state 
amplitude, and it is appl icable only to the 12" level . 
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XIV. APPENDIX D: CALCULAT!ON OF STANDARD DEVIATION 
In order to determine the precision of the data taken, 
evaluation of the standard deviati on in each value of phase 
angle and wave amplitude were made. The generalized formula 
for standard deviation of a dependent function u, in terms 
of the independent vari abl es x1 , x2 , x3 , etc. is given in 
Worthing and Geffner (10). 
a-~ = [ :~] 
2
~1 + [ ! ¾J2cri2 + [ :~rcr!3+ • • • (Dl) 
If this generalized equation is applied to Equation 53 
er!" [!~JaiA + [~~J 2cr~ + r~~C]2{+ [;,'ii;]ct211o (D2) 
where Equation 53 is written as 
NB - ND Q ' - 1 
= ,:;an "'"'N A-_-N,,...C ( 53 ) 
For convenience, we define 
(D3) 
The partial derivatives of Equation 53 are 
d Q - -j) 
a NA = (1 +7 2)(NA - NC) 
c, g 1 
o NB = ( l + j) 2 )(NA - NC ) (D5 ) 
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ae -r 
a N = 2 C (1 +7 )(NA - NC) (D6) 
ae - 1 
a~ = (1 + -j) 2)(NA - NC) 
(D7) 
The individual standard deviations are 
Cfiq = { NA)½ 
'A 
(D8) 
. .!. 
<Nork Oj = (NB)2 Gi = B D 
J.. 
Drif = ( N )2 C C 
Substitution of the given values in the generalized formula 
gives 
7 2NA Ni, 
=--------+---------(1 +-P2)2(NA - Nc)2 (l +-P2)2(NA - Nc)2 
-p2 Ne Nn +---,..-=-------- +---------(1 +-P 2 )2(NA - NC)2 (1 +72 )2(NA - NC )2 (D9) 
As the sum of (NA+ NC ) i s equal to both the total count and 
the sum (NB+ ND ), Equation D9 can be simplified to 
(DlO) 
In a similar manner, the standard deviation in the sine ampli~ 
tude can be determined. The generalized equation is 
Cf~w ~ [:~20-~A+ [!~~~+[:!~~C+ [::~~!In (Dll) 
From Equation 54 
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If the substitution 
is used, the partial derivativ-es are found to be 
~ Rw 1T 
o N· = 2 nT 1 A 
o RW 1T 
o NB = 2 nT 1 
o RW -11 
o NC = 2 nT ' 
a aw - 1r 
aND = 2 nT ' 
( NA - NC ) 
--/ 
(NB - ND ) 
----
..,/--' 
( NA - Ille) 
~ 
(1\ - ND) 
/ 
(NB - Nn)2 
. 2 
,,/41 
(NB - Nn)2 
/-12 
(54) 
(D12) 
(D13) 
(Dl4) 
Upon simplifying and substituting, the standard deviation in 
the sine amplitude is found to be 
(Dl5) 
